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Introduction

This tech note describes how to deliver logs from the CloudSOC Investigate app (including History page logs) and Detect
app into the following SIEM tools using the CloudSOC SIEM agent software. When you do this, you can see Investigate
and Detect logs in the following SIEM tools:

• Splunk

• ArcSight
• QRadar

The logs are delivered to the tool in the syslog format. For the logs schema, see the section Logs Schema in CloudSOC
Management API.

CloudSOC has different agents for each of these tools, but the installation and use is similar for all three.
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Prerequisites

• The SIEM agent requires a Linux machine that supports python 3.
• Before installing the CloudSOC SIEM agent, make sure that your network firewalls allow access to the following URLs

on port 443:
• bootstrap.pypa.io
• pypi.python.org
• pypi.org

The CloudSOC SIEM agents are written in python, and must have access to these URLs during installation so that they
can download required libraries using pip.
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Installation

To install the SIEM agent, perform the following procedures in order:

Task 1: Download the SIEM agent
To download the SIEM agent:

1. Log  in to CloudSOC with your administrator credentials.
2. On the menu bar, select username, and then select Settings.
3. On the Settings page, click the SIEM Agent tab.
4. Click the button for the agent that matches your SIEM tool as shown in the following.

Your browser downloads a zip file containing the agent software.
5. (Optional) Use the following command to verify the package integrity by matching the SHA-256 checksum of the

package with the one displayed on the SIEM Agent tab:
sha256sum tool_agent.zip

Task 2: Provision an API key and secret
The SIEM agent uses an API key and secret to query the CloudSOC Servers for the logs.

NOTE
CloudSOC API keys inherit the access privileges of the CloudSOC user who configured them. Use this feature
to limit API keys to specific domains, SaaS services, and CloudSOC apps by creating a CloudSOC admin user
specifically to enable the API key, and assigning it an access profile that limits its access. See Using CloudSOC
Access Profiles for more information.

1. On the CloudSOC menu bar, click your username and select Settings.
2. On the Settings page, Click on the API Keys tab to bring it to the front.
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3. In the Add a new API key area, provide a name for the API key and then click Add New API Key as shown in the
following.

CloudSOC places a new API key with the specified name in the API Keys List table.
4. In the Actions column of the API Keys List table, click on the download icon for the new key.

CloudSOC downloads the API key information as a file named config.json.

NOTE
Observe the following cautions regarding the API keys:

• Safeguard the API key information to ensure that it is not misused. If you suspect that an API key has been
compromised, delete it and provision a new API key.

• If you are using multiple instances of the SIEM agent, you must use a different API key for each instance.
• When you generate a CloudSOC API key, it inherits the privileges granted by your CloudSOC access profile.

Make sure that your access profile gives you the privileges necessary to access the CloudSOC data you
want to obtain through the SIEM agent.

Task 3: Extract files
You can run the SIEM agent on a physical server or a virtual machine. We recommend you use a Linux virtual machine.

1. On the selected physical server or virtual machine, create a new directory and move the downloaded zip file and
config.json file into it. For example:
$ mkdir -p splunk_agent/

$ mv config.json splunk_agent/

$ mv splunk_agent.zip splunk_agent/

2. Extract the contents of the zip file to get the following 5 files:
– splunk_agent.py or arcsight_agent.py or qradar_agent.py
– el_requests.py

– requirements.txt

– install.sh

– README
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Task 4: Run install.sh
Run the script install.sh with super-user permissions as sudo sh install.sh . It installs all the required
packages. The script displays messages about the installation progress.
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Running the SIEM agent

You can run the SIEM agent either manually or as a cron job. The following sections describe each method.

Run the agent manually
To run the agent manually, execute the following command:

python tool_agent.py [--proxy host_and_port] [-u username -p password] [--severity severity ...] [--

app app ...] [--object_type object_type ...] [--activity_type activity_type ...] [--elastica_app elastica_app

 ...] [-c] [-r] [-v] [-d] [--rate] [-o/--output] [--start_date start_date] [-s/--stream stream] [-

t/--target socket] [--socket_type udp_or_tcp] [-f/--filename filename] [--max_bytes maximum_bytes] [--

backup_count backup_count]

The following are options are used in the Python command:

• tool is the SIEM tool you are using, such as splunk or qradar or arcsight
• host_and_port is the host name and port of a proxy if your environment has such a proxy.
• username and password are the credentials for the proxy, if required.
• severity are the severity levels of the logs to be exported. Valid values are:

– error
– critical
– warning
– informational
– high
– medium
– low
– all
When you do not specify a severity level, the agent exports logs of level error, critical, and warning, but not
informational.

NOTE
When the CloudSOC app is Detect, then only log levels of high, medium, and low are supported.

• app... are the names of the SaaS applications for which logs are to be exported. Arguments are case-sensitive.
Enclose arguments containing spaces in double quotes, for example "Yahoo Mail". When you omit this argument, the
agent exports the logs of all SaaS applications.

NOTE
Use --app Elastica with --elastica_app investigate to export the CloudSOC logs shown on the History
page.

• object_type... are the object types for which logs are to be exported. Arguments are case-sensitive. Enclose
arguments containing spaces in double quotes. When you omit object_type, the agent exports logs of all object types.
The following list contains all supported values. Where objects are contained in double quotes, you must include the
quotes.

• Add • "Add group"

• "Add member to role" • "Add user"

• Add-MailboxPermission • AddedToGroup

• "Change user license" • "Content Inspection"

• "Content Inspection Bypass" • Delete
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• "Delete user" • Download

• "Download Error" • Edit

• FolderBind • GroupAdded

• GroupRemoved • GroupSiteCreated

• InvalidLogin • Login

• Move • "Policy Violation"

• "Quarantine Move" • "Quarantine Move with tombstone"

• Receive • "Remove member from role"

• Rename • "Reset user password"

• Restore • Revoked

• ScopeAdd • Send

• Share • SiteAdminChangeRequest

• SiteCollectionAdminAdded • SiteCollectionCreated

• Unshare • "Update group"

• "Update user" • Upload

• activity_type ... are the activity types for which logs are to be exported. Arguments are case-sensitive. Enclose
arguments containing spaces in double quotes, for example "Policy Alert". When you omit activity_type, the agent
exports logs of all activity types.

• elastica_app is the CloudSOC App from which logs are to be fetched. Valid values are:
– investigate
– detect

When you omit CloudSOC apps, the agent defaults to both.

• c: is a flag that clears the agent status for the last request it issued to the CloudSOC servers. The agent maintains
this status in two files named export_log.lock and last_job.status. It automatically removes these files when it is done.
However, if the agent exits abnormally, it does not remove these files. This system ensures that the next time the
agent starts, it continues from the point where it left off. When you remove these files, the agent issues a fresh request
to the CloudSOC servers.

• r: is a flag that clears the agent's internal timestamp marker. Doing so causes it to start processing from the
earliest available log and not from the last one processed. The agent maintains the timestamp marker in the file
export_log.state. Do not use this option unless instructed to do so by a CloudSOC support engineer. Also, never
remove this file manually.

• d is a flag that turns on debugging for the agent. In debug mode the agent generates debug logs in its log file.
• v: shows the current version of the SIEM agent and exits.
• rate: Number of logs per second that the SIEM agent dumps into syslog.
• o/--output: specifies the output destination. Available destinations are:

– SYSLOG: Outputs to system's Syslog (/var/log/syslog or /var/log/messages)
– REMOTE: Outputs to remote socket
– STREAM: Outputs to a stream
– FILE: Outputs to a file
Default is SYSLOG.

• s/--stream: Applicable if output(-o) is 'STREAM'. Sends output to the specified stream. Valid streams are:
– STDOUT
– STDERR
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Default is STDERR.
• t/--target: Applicable if output(-o) is 'REMOTE'. Sends output to the specified remote or local unix syslog. Default is

'localhost:514'. Example -t 127.0.0.1:3128 or --target /dev/log
• socket_type: Applicable if output(-o) is 'REMOTE'. Type of socket connection. Valid values are:

– TCP
– UDP
The default is UDP.

• f/--filename: Applicable if output(-o) is 'FILE'. Sends output to specified file. Example -f /var/log/example.log
• max_bytes: Applicable if output(-o) is 'FILE'. Maximum bytes to write to a file before rolling it over. Default is 0 i.e.

rollover never occurs. If either of maxBytes or backupCount is zero, rollover never occurs.
• backup_count: Applicable if output(-o) is 'FILE'. Number of backups to retain, if maximum bytes (--max_bytes) is

greater than 0. Default is 0. If either of maxBytes or backupCount is zero, rollover never occurs.
• start_date: Start date from which logs are fetched. This overrides any previous state of the agent. Provide the date in

the format YYYY-MM-DD.

As shown in the following examples:

• python splunk_agent.py

• python splunk_agent.py --proxy http://10.0.0.1:3128 -u username -p password --severity
error critical --app Dropbox Salesforce "Yahoo Mail" "Microsoft Azure" --object_type
User Session --activity_type Create Update "Content Inspection" --elastica_app
Investigate -d --rate 5000

• python splunk_agent.py --severity all --elastica_app investigate --customfile /home/
user/elastica/splunk/LogName --app Elastica --start_date 2020-12-20

The script requests logs from the CloudSOC servers and delivers them to the specified destination.

Run as a cron job
We recommend that you run the SIEM Agent as a cron job with an interval of 10 minutes, if you stay with the default
syslog ingestion rate. If you increase the syslog ingestion rate by following the steps in the later section Increasing the
syslog rate limit, the cron job runs more frequently than 10 minutes. To configure a cron job, see the documentation for
the Linux virtual machine you are using.

When you execute the SIEM agent for the first time, it fetches logs from the beginning. The SIEM agent can fetch 10,000
logs in one run. At every run, it starts fetching logs from the end of the previous run. For example, if it fetches the first
10,000 logs in a run, in the next run, it starts fetching from log number 10,001, and so on. If the SIEM agent is too far
behind CloudSOC, the CloudSOC backend delivers 20,000 logs per run. In that scenario, it is important for you tune the
syslog rate parameter.

If one instance of the SIEM agent is running and the cron daemon starts another instance, the second instance exits
gracefully with the message “Another instance is already running.”
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Upgrading the SIEM agent

To upgrade the SIEM agent to a later version, you do not need to re-run the installation script, and you do not need to
remove any existing files. Follow this procedure:

1. Download the updated SIEM agent software as described in Task 1: Download the SIEM agent.
2. Extract the files as described in Task 3: Extract files. Extract the files into the directory in which the earlier version of

the agent is currently running. Doing so ensures that the new version of the agent uses the state files maintained by
the old version of the agent

3. Start the agent as described in Running the SIEM agent.
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Debugging

To turn on debugging, run the agent with flag -d:

python tool_agent.py -d

The agent starts logging in the file /var/log/ directory. You can tail the log as follows:

tail -f /var/log/tool_client.log

If the agent exits abruptly, you can clear the status by running the agent with flag -c:

python tool_agent.py -c

If you want to fetch logs from the start (start of epoch time), you can clear the state of the agent by running the agent with
the flag -r. Clearing the state also clears the status:

python tool_agent.py -r

SIEM 2.5.0 supports rotation of the debug log file. After the log file reaches 10 MB, the system creates a backup of the
debug file, and then creates an empty debug log file. There can be up to five backup files.

In addition, if the SIEM agent has a graceful shutdown, then the exit status is 0. If the SIEM agent is forcefully shut down
or closed with an error condition, then the agent has an exit status of 1.
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Configuration file parameters

The following table describes the parameters in the .json file. We recommend that you not modify any of the parameters in
this file without consulting CloudSOC tech support.

Parameter Description

user_id An internal ID that represents the user to whom the API key and
secret belong.

api_server The URL of the CloudSOC server that the agent connects with.
Currently, the supported servers are:
• https://api-vip.elastica.net/

(For the US-based production cloud)
• https://api.eu.elastica.net/

(For the EU-based production cloud)
Example: "api_server ":" https://api-
vip.elastica.net/"

ey_secret The API secret that matches the key.

tenant A unique identifier for your CloudSOC account. This identifier is
usually derived from your primary domain name.
Example: "tenant":"mycompanyco"

key_id The API key that the agent uses to access the CloudSOC using
the REST API.

NOTE
Make sure your network firewalls allow access to the IP addresses of the CloudSOC API servers. Contact
CloudSOC technical support if you must whitelist the IP addresses for the API servers in your firewalls. The API
Servers are behind an elastic load balancer, and the IP addresses associated with the elastic load balancer vary
over time and are not suitable for white-listing on a firewall.
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Syslog configuration to forward logs to an ArcSight appliance

This section describes the configuration changes needed to have the syslog daemon forward logs to your ArcSight
appliance. The default port on which Arcsight appliance listens is 1514. If your installation of ArcSight uses a different
port, replace 1514 with the appropriate port number in the following configuration steps.

Determine the type of syslog
Run the following command to see which logger your system uses:

ls –d /etc/*syslog*

Proceed to one of the following sections according to the response:

Response See section

syslog.conf Legacy syslog

rsyslog.conf Rsyslog

syslog-ng.conf Syslog-ng

Legacy syslog
1. Open /etc/default/syslogd file in an editor, make sure the SYSLOGD variable value contains the flag "-r" and

save the file.
SYSLOGD="-r"

2. Open /etc/services and change the port value against syslog service from 514 to 1514 and save the file.
syslog 1514/udp

3. Open /etc/syslog.conf in an editor and change configuration to forward all logs to the arcsight appliance.
*.* @appliance_host_name

4. If there is no DNS entry for appliance_host_name, then edit /etc/hosts to create a local entry.
a.b.c.d      appliance_host_name

5. Use sysklogd to restart the syslog daemon.

The logs written by CloudSOC SIEM agent are forwarded directly to ArcSight, and ArcSight parses the CEF message
inside.

Rsyslog
1. Open /etc/rsyslog.conf in an editor and locate the line:

$ActionFileDefaultTemplate RSYSLOG_TraditionalFileFormat

2. Add the following two lines immediately below that line:
$template raw,"%msg%\n" 

$ActionForwardDefaultTemplate raw

3. Add another line to forward all the logs to the ArcSight appliance:
*.* @appliance_host_name

4. If there is no DNS entry for appliance_host_name, then edit /etc/hosts to create a local entry:
a.b.c.d appliance_host_name

5. Use rsyslogd to restart the rsyslog daemon.
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The logs written by CloudSOC SIEM agent are forwarded directly to ArcSight, and ArcSight parses the CEF message
inside.

Syslog-ng
1. Open /etc/syslog-ng.conf file in an editor and add the following lines to the end of the file:

destination d_arcsight { udp("appliance_host_name" port(1514));}; log {source(s_src);

 destination(d_arcsight);}; 

2. If there is no DNS entry for appliance_host_name, edit /etc/hosts to create a local entry:
a.b.c.d appliance_host_name

3. Restart the syslog-ng daemon.

The logs written by CloudSOC SIEM agent are forwarded directly to ArcSight, and ArcSight parses the CEF message
inside.

Monitoring
Run the agent script with the "-d" flag to log debug messages to /var/log/tool_client.log. You can monitor this
file for the debug messages continuously being written to it. You can also monitor the logs generated by cron into /var/
log/messages and /var/log/syslog.

If there are any errors, the agent script generates error logs in /var/log/tool_client.log. The error logs are similar
to the following example. You can configure alerts on such error logs:

2020-07-26 17:27:07,833-Log_Exporter_Client-ERROR-Request timed out. Exiting!

NOTE
Best practice is to configure the file /var/log/syslog or /var/log/messages for log rotation so that the
volume hosting /var doesn’t run out of disk space. Adjust the log rotation configuration for your environment
and log volume.
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Increasing the syslog rate limit

This section describes configuration changes you can use to increase the rate limit of the syslog daemon for rsyslog and
syslog-ng.

Syslog daemons are configured such that when a given process ID (PID) sends more than 200 messages to /var/log/
messages in a 5 second interval (the default setting in rsyslog), they start to drop messages. Our SIEM agent honors that
limit such that no messages are lost, but this limit comes at the cost of performance and staying in sync with CloudSOC
without too much lag. Use the instructions in this section to increase the syslog rate limit.

NOTE
Increasing the syslog rate limit occupies more computational power, and might cause more important services to
respond slowly or fail.

The following table shows some tested values for the interval, rate, and rate parameters described in the following
sections.

Description
Syslog daemon

parameters interval
Syslog daemon
parameters rate

SIEM agent --rate
script parameter

Write 1 k logs in one second 10 10000 1000

Write 2 k logs in one second 5 10000 2000

Write 5 k logs in one second 2 10000 5000

Determine the syslog type
First, run the following command to see which logger your system uses:

ls –d /etc/*syslog*

Proceed according to the responses in the following table:

Response See sections...

rsyslog.con Configure the rsyslog rate limit, then Configure the rsyslog rate
limit.

syslog-ng.conf Configure the SIEM agent --rate argument

syslog.conf None--Legacy syslog does not support rate limit increase

Configure the rsyslog rate limit
This procedure applies only to rsyslog. If you are using syslog-ng, skip ahead to Configure the SIEM agent --rate
argument.

1. Run the following command to determine the rsyslog version. The rate limit feature is only supported in version 5.7.1
and later:
rsyslogd -v

2. Run the SIEM agent manually with a large --rate parameter (for example, 10000).
tail -f /var/log/syslog

3. Open the syslog and check the drop message.
– If the error is:

imuxsock[pid 9522]: begin to drop messages due to rate-limiting
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Open /etc/rsyslog.conf file in an editor and add the following lines after any ModLoad command:
$SystemLogRateLimitInterval interval$SystemLogRateLimitBurst rate

– If the error is:
imjournal: begin to drop messages due to rate-limiting

Then do the following:
a. Open /etc/systemd/journald.conf in an editor and change the following variables:

RateLimitInterval=interval$RateLimitBurst=rate

Uncomment these lines if they are not already uncommented.
b. Open /etc/rsyslog.conf in an editor and add the following lines:

$ModLoad imjournal$imjournalRatelimitInterval interval$imjournalRatelimitBurst rate

4. Restart the rsyslog daemon.
5. Proceed to the next section to set the SIEM agent --rate argument.

Configure the SIEM agent --rate argument
For either rsyslog or syslog-ng, locate and edit the script that runs the SIEM agent to add the --rate parameter. Set the
parameter value according to the table in Syslog configuration to increase the rate limit. For more information about SIEM
agent script parameters, see the section Run the agent manually.
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Revision history

Date Version Description

21 June 2016 1.0 Initial release; combines content from three
previously-published Tech Notes. Also
adds new parameters and arguments.

23 June 2016 1.1 Change --sev to --severity.

29 August 2016 2.0 Add new command switches, installation
prerequisites, upgrade procedure.

15 September 2016 2.1 Add note regarding whitelisting of API
servers.

10 October 2016 3.0 Add section on forwarding logs to an
ArcSight appliance

13 October 2016 3.1 Minor changes

17 May 2017 4.0 Add section on increasing the syslog rate
limit

5 June 2017 5.0 Add --target and --socket switches, change
title

21 June 2017 5.1 Add note about API keys for multiple SIEM
agent instances

19 July 2017 5.2 Update note about API keys

15 August 2017 5.3 Address API keys and access profiles

12 September 2017 5.4 Add cross-reference for logs schema

25 October 2017 5.5 Update command parameters

12 January 2018 5.6 Clarify use of CloudSOC switch to export
History logs

11 April 2018 5.7 Minor changes

10 July 2018 5.8 Add pypi.org as required access URL

20 August 2018 6.0 Update with new options for delivering logs
to streams, files, and remote sockets

21 February 2018 6.1 Add exhaustive list of object_type values

16 July 2020 6.2 Updated the version of Python.

06 May 2021 6.3 Added information about debug log
rotation.
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